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David Wilkinson MAIBC
AIBC President

MESSAGES

As we intensify our drive to have the proposed new Architectural Professions Act adopted, all 
members should understand that some of the new concepts embodied in the draft legislation 
will begin to appear within the activities of the Institute very soon.

Consistent with our vision of a unified and regulated architectural profession, we have built 
strong relationships with our colleagues at the Interior Designers Institute of BC [IDIBC] 
and the Building Designers Institute of BC [BDIBC]. Both of these professional groups have 
enthusiastically committed to working with us toward the goal of unification. Ultimately, the 
AIBC will become the regulator and registrar of all practitioners of a broader definition of 
architecture under the new Act. 

For those who have been paying attention, you know that we are refining the various classifica-
tions of practice that will result when the Act is acclaimed. For those of you who are unclear, I 
suggest that you log on to our website and catch up with the rest of the class.

While we wait for the new legislation, we intend to initiate many of the aspects of the unified 
profession. For example, we are currently exploring the details of co-location with BDIBC 
and IDIBC at the Architecture Centre. The sharing of expenses, meeting space, administrative 
resources and member services will be the start of a more permanent and collegial relationship. 

We will begin to share communications and events with each other. BDIBC and IDIBC mem-
bers will begin to adopt the AIBC’s Code of Conduct and Ethics. You will begin to see our 
new friends at continuing education courses, and at the annual conferences. AIBC members 
will have more opportunities to meet and to get to know our widening sphere of parallel pro-
fessionals. Take the opportunity to reach out to our new friends, and to understand the positive 
and powerful change that is underway.

In the public interest, the AIBC is leading the way to a more professionalized and unified in-
dustry. We can expect higher standards of accountability from all participants, at whatever level 
they function. Together, the architectural professions have much to build in this province. 

Over the coming months, we will be challenged to lead the drive to a sustainable future. We 
will be challenged to take greater and greater responsibility. We will be challenged to make 
room for our global colleagues. As architectural professionals, we love challenges, and we love 
the rewards that come from meeting them.  I for one look forward to meeting those challenges, 
capturing new energies, offering new solutions and approaches that will ensure the best of 
futures for all touched by the architectural profession!

As always, watch this space. 

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 
SHACKING UP

In the Summer issue of ArchitectureBC, we neglected to give credit to Sean McEwen MAIBC 
and S.R. McEwen Architect for their work on the Mole Hill Housing project with Hotson 
Bakker Boniface Haden. We apologize to all parties for this oversight.

EDITING TEAM
CORRECTION
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It Pays To Be Good
Using High Performance Building techniques will increase the market value of a building. By making 
energy efficiency a priority, you will lower your building’s operating and maintenance costs. And you’ll 
gain a real competitive market advantage.

Are you in the planning stages of a new commercial building? Make sure you take advantage of the 
financial incentives, recognition and resources offered by BC Hydro’s High Performance Building Program.
The result will be a building with lower costs for your tenants, and higher profits for you. It’s also a good 
thing for our province, because conservation is the first and best choice for starting to meet B.C.’s growing 
need for electricity.

Find out more today by calling 604 453-6400 in the Lower Mainland, and 1 866 453-6400 in the 
rest of the Province. 

From now on, being good and being profitable go very well together.
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THE NEW GENERATION
BUILDING MATERIAL

THE NEW GENERATION
BUILDING MATERIAL

D-BLAZE® Fire Retardant Treated 

(FRT) wood is a new generation 

construction material for 

weather-protected applications. 

Its extremely low hygroscopic and

corrosive properties make it a 

superior choice for use whenever

FRT wood is required.

D-BLAZE FRT wood is non-blooming

and colorless. It qualifies for use in

accordance with major building

codes and insurance rating bureaus.

Wood treated with D-BLAZE is

paintable, stainable, easy to handle

and workable with common tools. 

In most cases, FRT wood systems

have lower in-place costs than other 

noncombustible-classified materials.

WEST FRASER SALES LTD.

D E P E N D A B L ED E P E N D A B L E
P E R F O R M A N C EP E R F O R M A N C E

D-BLAZE fire-retardant treat-
ed products are backed by a
50-Year Limited Warranty
against structural failure due
to strength loss caused by
high temperature and high
humidity conditions. (See War-
ranty for details.) D-BLAZE
treated products are fire
resistant, durable, non-corro-
sive, non-hygroscopic (AWPA,
type A), non-blooming, paint-
able, stainable, easy to handle
and workable with common
wood working tools.

D-BLAZE treated products
carry an “FR-S” rating under
UL classification, exhibiting a
flame spread and smoke rating
of 25 or less. D-BLAZE FRT
wood meets or exceeds the
guidelines for testing con-
struction materials as set forth
in the new International Build-
ing Code as well as all major
building codes and insurance
rating bureaus. 

T E S T E D  A N DT E S T E D  A N D
A P P R O V E DA P P R O V E D

D-BLAZE products meet or ex-
ceed guidelines established
by the:

• CSA 080.20-97

• CSA 080.27-97

• ULC standard
CAN/ULC-S102

• ULC standard
CAN/ULC-S102.2

• International Code
Congress (ICC) - Legacy
Report 562

• IBC (International Building
Code)

• International Conference of
Building Officials (ICBO)
ES No. 5180

• ASTM D5516

• ASTM D5664-95

• ASTM E-84

• National Fire Protection
Association (255)

• Underwriters Laboratories,
Inc. #723

C US

A P P L I C AA P P L I C A T I O N ST I O N S

For additional product information,
contact Linus Clark at 403-638-1108

WEST FRASER
TREATED

D-BLAZE fire-retardant lumber and plywood can be used in a
variety of interior or weather-protected applications including: 

• roof trusses • floor trusses • roof decks and sheathing
• subflooring beams and purlins • blocking and furring
• interior nonload-bearing partitions • studs • paneling • joists
• architectural millwork and trim • exterior and load-bearing

walls.

Consult local building codes to determine specific permitted uses.

D Blaze West Fraser ARCH BC ad  10/10/07  9:14 AM  Page 1
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Mumford invented the Bay Regional Style, a 
descendent of the Beaux Art and Craftsman 
traditions in California, as the appropriate 
contemporary expression for the local 
architecture to supplant a vigorous emerging 
exploration of modernism in the International 
Style. While Modernism continued to flourish, 
the buildings and their architects did so in 
relative obscurity, serenely hidden away in the 
sunny and wooded California hills. Their work 
focused on unique experiments in residential 
designs for contemporary living for the non-
conforming few. The book by Pierluigi Serraino, 
NorCalMod, Icons of Northern California 
Modernism uncovers these forgotten icons.

The shunning of the Modern is but one in a 
series of theses developed by Pierluigi Serraino 
in his book to explain the relative anonymity 
of these works. Other factors include the 
role of photographers as star makers, and the 
impermanence and inaccessibility of archives. 
What he has recovered reveals a radical period 
of architectural innovation and exploration with 
materials, form, planes, and light in a Northern 
California context, with closer affinities to 
works of Los Angeles and to our own West 
Coast Modern than the more popularized Bay 
Area Style. 

Pierluigi Serraino, an architectural historian, 
theorist and designer based in Berkeley, 
California, has written a provocative illustrated 
history of what he considers to be a lost and 
forgotten chapter in the development of 
modern architecture on the West Coast. He 
identifies a significant body of works located in 
the San Francisco Bay Area, created by a diverse 
group of largely unheralded architects during 
the post-war period from 1945 to 1965.

NorCalMod by Pierluigi Serraino
ICONS OF NORTHERN CALIFORNIAN MODERNISM
by Eric Fiss MAIBC, MCIP

Modern architecture was just emerging in postwar Northern California when it was 
marginalized by a conspiracy of East Coast historians, critics and academics, led by 
Lewis Mumford. Their mission was to banish European influences and promote a 
Made in America pedigreed architecture. 

BOOK REVIEW

A Unique West Coast Modernism in Northern 
California
The question he seeks to answer is how such 
an extensive body of exemplary works of 
architecture in Northern California could have 
fallen from our collective memory, while the 
well-known Case Study Houses and the pre-
war works by Richard Neutra and Rudolf 
Schindler in Southern California appear to be 
the sole voice of the Modern experiment on the 
California coast. This question is of particular 
interest to the understanding of British 
Columbia’s architectural history as we seek a 
broader perspective for our practice within the 
contemporary, post-war context, and develop 
a more complete picture of practice along the 
length of the Pacific coast. This book fills in a 
missing gap between the Modern Movements 
in Southern California and British Columbia, 
and finds great affinity in the works of this 
period.

Serraino’s overview parallels the same terrain 
followed in the development of our own West 
Coast Modernism: the influx of returning 
veterans settling a new frontier, a burgeoning 
economy amidst a spirit of pragmatism and 
an economy of means, a commitment to 
invention and innovation formulated during 
the lean depression years and the necessity of 
the war production economy. There is also the 
familiar pattern of the practitioner’s studies 
back East with Europe’s modern movement 
pioneer émigrés, such as Walter Gropius and 
Eric Mendlesohn, apprenticeships in the avant 
garde studios of Frank Lloyd Wright’s Taliesen, 
and the studios of Paolo Soleri and Eliel and 
Eero Saarinen, or stints with the top corporate 
firms of the day such as Skidmore, Owings & 
Merrill.
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Theory and Practice – Words and Pictures
The book itself is a paradox. On one hand, it 
is a beautifully designed photographic record 
of slender columns, cantilevered steel beams 
and floating planes set amidst sun-bleached 
fragrant Eucalyptus groves. On the other, it is 
an extended essay challenging the conventional 
history of a Bay Area Style. It is a right-brain 
- left-brain challenge:  we can browse the 
warm-toned photos and marvel at the technical 
sophistication of so many stylistically diverse 
architectures, created without fanfare by a 
diverse group of architects who were not 
household names in their own time and place. 
Or, we can follow the text, which interweaves 
itself in and around the photo essay laying out 
a conspiracy theory of both premeditated and 
benign neglect to isolate and remove these works 
from the architectural collective memory.

The text is organized into a series of extended 
essays, starting with the rise of Northern 
California modernism in the mid-1940s and 
ending with its demise in the mid-1960s. In 
between is an analysis of the history of style 
debates, “Regionalism versus the International 
Style”. This is followed by a look at the 
often-underappreciated role of architectural 
photography and archives. There are also open 
and personal interviews by the author with 
representative architects of the period.

Regionalism versus the International Style
Despite the best efforts of individual architects 
to promote an authentic expression in built 
form appropriate to their context, it seems that 
the polemical battles waged thousands of miles 
away, on that other coast, would ultimately 
conspire to set the direction for what would 
receive general public acceptance. 

Lewis Mumford coined the term “Bay Area 
Style” in his writings and followed it up with 
learned conferences and exhibitions in an effort 
to promote a distinctive American Modernism 
for the West Coast. This style finds its origins 
in the Arts and Crafts derived works of 
Bernard Maybeck and Julia Morgan, and its 
champion in Frank Lloyd Wright. He defines 
the appropriate architecture as regional and 
rural, and seeks a “native and humane form of 
modernism” in opposition to the urban and 
minimalist internationalism advocated by the 
émigré European masters. 

This Bay Area Life-style found resonance with 
the trade magazines, and a vernacular design 
in redwood and glass was consequently well 
promoted, at the sacrifice of a wider range of 
experimentation in steel and concrete, as well 
as modern uses of wood.

The Money Shot
Serraino explores the role and influence of 
photography on the formation of architectural 
history - in particular the parallel development 
of the profession of architectural photography 
and modern design. He finds there to be a 
common interest in the development of a new 
visual language, as well as a case of mutual 
validation.

As architects, we have our own version of the 
“money shot”, the defining photograph of a 
particular work that captures the essence of 
light, form and lifestyle. It is typically void 
of people (or possibly an uncorrupted child) 
and is sparsely populated by pedigreed chairs. 
The photo corroborates the work, though the 
price poses a dilemma. It would seem that the 
photographic document has more importance 
in the remembered history of a work than the 
work itself. If the photographer is not a well-
know artist, or the photo not published in a 
prestigious journal, there is a high probability 
that the negative will be lost in an abandoned 
archive. And, should the building be in an 
obscure location or be demolished, its history 
will also vanish.

A great photograph can replace the building. 
For example, the German Pavilion for the 1929 
International Exposition in Barcelona, designed 
by Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, “lived” as a 
photograph long after the dismantling of the 
temporary pavilion in 1930. The memory of the 
building as a photograph spawned a generation 
of buildings seeking to create a camera-ready 
composition of light and planes. The recent 
recreation of this seminal building has enabled 
scores of architourists the opportunity to 
visit and recreate the photo of the onyx wall, 
reflecting pool and bronze statue. The memory 
of some works is better preserved than others as 
a result of the photographs and publication.

Bay Area Style and West Coast Modernism
Did the ascendancy of the Bay Area Style 
over the International Style influence the 
direction of West Coast Modernism in British 
Columbia?  Did it privilege the development of 
some streams of modernist practice over others? 
Are there parallels in the Californian search 
for modern authenticity to our own history? 
There is a shared experience in the education 
and practice of the California architects and in 
their rich accomplishments to those of our own 
post-war Modernists. The pages of NorCalMod 
celebrate the diversity of possibilities in modern 
architecture during its flourishing on the West 
Coast in an era of hope and promise. And, in 
so doing, opens the potential for a renewal of 
interest in this creative tradition.

David E. Gruber
B.Sc.Arch., LL.B., LL.M.
david.gruber@blakes.com
604-631-3376

Called to the bars of
British Columbia and Ontario

Blake, Cassels & Graydon LLP                                  blakes.com
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SUSTAINABILITY

TOWARDS LIVING BREATHING BUILDINGS 
THE BENEFITS OF THE INTEGRATED DESIGN PROCESS
by Teresa Coady AIA, MAIBC, MRAIC, LEED® AP

This mechanistic approach has resulted in high 
operating costs, poor occupancy comfort and 
high material consumption. In contrast, the 
Integrated Design Process (IDP), pioneered by 
Bunting Coady Architects in 1994, is a clearly 
defined eight step procedure which enables us to 
design buildings that consume less than half the 
energy of typical constructions and are healthy, 
comfortable and durable. The IDP reduces the 
need for complex solutions and often enables 
us to completely eliminate most mechanical 
systems. We can let architecture do the work 
for us as a form of global bio-mimicry, wherein 
the buildings themselves ultimately become 
the energy producers, working to protect and 
preserve the ecosystems around them. In short, 
the Integrated Design Process enables us to 
move away from the machines that have come 
to dominate architectural design.

The first step of the Integrated Design Process 
is known as Massing and Orientation and is a 
critical stage in the development of an efficient 
building. I often say that buildings are like 
people; in order to perform physically and 
consistently at a high level, they have to be in 
good shape. Thus, right from the beginning of 
any project, we work closely with our clients to 
get rid of any preconceptions about beauty and 
symmetry. Our first clue that a building isn’t 
going to work is if it is perfectly symmetrical 
about any axis. Ideally, the shape of the south 
façade should reflect the path of the sun 
while the north face should be expressed very 
differently. In Vancouver, the west façade 
usually requires innovative screening while 
the east façade is best opened up to morning 
light. In addition, we must always be aware of 
the surface to volume ratio. In a benign non 
envelope dominated climate like Vancouver, 
it is best to have a narrow daylit building. In 

Conventional design, with its reliance on mechanical and electrical systems, is stripping 
our world of essential natural resources and most of us doubt that it’s worth the price 
tag. 

an extreme or envelope dominated climate, 
it is best to have a deep building to allow us 
to focus on   making the most effective use 
possible of light and solar gain. In this way 
we can maximize the building performance 
naturally. Effective orientation also enables us 
to support natural ventilation strategies. Here 
in Canada, the extreme nature of the climate 
allows us to practice the full range of massing 
options.

Site, the second stage of the Integrated Design 
Process, addresses the relationship between 
site and building. Biologists believe islands 
are where a species goes to die. In the last few 
years, many architects have chosen to design 
sites in isolation and have failed to adequately 
support our living systems. I believe that the 
ultimate goal of architecture is to support our 
living planet by creating ‘Living Breathing 
Buildings’™. As architects, I believe we have 
a responsibility to reduce the footprint of any 
structure we design and to create connected 
ecosystems between buildings. By addressing 
site issues early on in the process, we enable the 
design team to create and maintain ecosystems 
and protect water sources. At this stage, there 
are a variety of options available to us; we may 
choose to implement a green roof strategy or 
plant native trees in the vicinity. This strategy 
benefits not only the site ecosystem, but also 
enhances building performance.

The third step of the Integrated Design Process 
focuses on developing the Envelope. This is 
almost the reverse of the normal design process 
in which the outside of the building is initially 
developed as an image. In this interpretation 
of the envelope stage, the area of windows 
to be used on each face is clearly defined for 
daylighting and the types of windows and 
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project: Kwantlen University College’s Trades and 
Technology Centre.

photo: Bunting Coady Architects 

architects: Bunting Coady Architects

The atrium of Kwantlen University College’s Trades 
and Technology Centre consists of eye-catching, 
multi-colored, glazing and interior glulam beams. 
The building achieves energy savings of 31% 
compared to conventional facilities of this size.
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SUSTAINABILITY

skylights are clearly specifi ed for each face of 
the building. Th e team then goes on to detail 
the insulation values of the walls and stipulate 
the construction type, developing the shading 
and transmission values of the glazing. Th is 
creates a balanced energy demand eff ect 
around the building. Wherever we are on the 
planet, IDP works equally well; in the plus 40 
degrees of Abu Dhabi or the minus 40 degrees 
in Nunavut. Th is is because in both climates 
the design is so envelope dominated that we 
fi nd that the orientation and massing has very 
little eff ect. Th ermal bridging is the key to the 
success or failure of the project. In the Arctic, 
we fi nd that there is a radiant heat loss through 
the envelope that is so dramatic that everything 
must be thermally broken or the inside of the 
building will literally freeze. In Abu Dhabi, 
the radiant heat gain through the envelope is 

above: NRC Institute for Fuel Cell Innovation

photo: courtesy of Bunting Coady Architects

architects: Bunting Coady Architects

The NRC Institute for Fuel Cell Innovation used 
Bunting Coady Architect’s Integrated Design 
Process to incorporate mechanical, electrical, 
civil and architectural requirements. The facility 
is targeting LEED Gold.            
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SUSTAINABILITY
so extreme that the skin of the building acts 
as a radiator, heating the interior spaces unless 
we ensure that it is completely thermally 
broken. This is the versatility of the Integrated 
Design Process; it allows the architect to create 
high performance buildings whatever the 
temperature.

During the fourth step of the Integrated 
Design Process the focus turns to developing 
an exceptional Ventilation strategy, targeting 
‘natural’ ventilation. The key step here is 
to remember to separate out the volume of 
ventilation air required for the health and 
comfort of the occupants from the air supplied 
to heat and cool the building. This is eliminated 
in a radiantly controlled building.  It might 
also be necessary to revisit siting again in order 
to work effectively with the wind direction. 
Once all of these factors have been taken into 
consideration, it is possible to evaluate the best 
way to get fresh air into the building, and to 
its occupants. This might require the use of 
operable windows or trickle vents through the 
exterior walls. Investigating natural exhaust 
strategies involving chimneys and louvered 
skylights may also be an option as this can help 
to create a passively operable air conditioning 
system.

Daylighting is the fifth step of the Integrated 
Design Process. Human beings were designed 
to exist in sunlight. The pineal gland, which 
controls the body clock’s ‘circadian rhythm’, is 
triggered by light. The soft yellow green light 
of morning triggers us to naturally wake while 
the dusky tones of the evening sunset shut our 
wake cycle down in anticipation of darkness. 
When we provide people with less than full 
spectrum lighting, the body chemistry is 
compromised. When we torment people with 
glare or excessive vertical striping, psychosis 
can result. Light has always been known as 
the paint brush of the architect. It is through 
light that we sculpt and form our spaces and 
create the comfortable ambiance supporting 
harmony in peoples’ lives. By working with 
landscape architects, we can use trees to screen 
a building on the east, west and south faces. We 
can also use the skill and expertise of electrical 
engineers and lighting designers to develop 
light wells through spaces to mitigate the use of 
lighting. Mechanical engineers can also refine 
the openings around the building, taking care 
to ensure that there are no peak load zones 
with overlit areas in corner offices or atria.  By 
working in this way, it is possible to reduce the 
overall lighting load on the HVAC system to 
0.7 watts per square foot or less. There is no 
doubt that light is the most important element 
that we have to deal with as architects.

However, the greatest impact of the IDP 
continues to be on the integration of 
mechanical systems with architecture. In the 
sixth step, we investigate the options available 
to us for Heating and Cooling. These may 
range from ‘geothermal’ heating through 
radiant pipes embedded in the mass of the 
building to ‘photovoltaics’ linked to fuel cells. 
We may also use methane gas converters or 
wind turbines. Our overall aim is for the base 
building to passively condition itself as much 
as possible. This is entirely possible because we 
introduced energy modeling software at the 
initial massing and orientation stage, enabling 
us to dramatically shave off peak loads around 
the building and reduce the size and scope of 
the mechanical system required. This is the 
power that we have as architects, working in 
close co-operation with our engineers.

The seventh IDP step focuses on the selection 
of Materials. Traditionally architects have 
selected materials based solely on aesthetic 
considerations. Little regard has been given 
to the embodied energy of the material or 
to concerns relating to source, durability or 
noxious effects.  Thankfully times are changing 
and, when designing interiors, the prime 
concern is now to ensure the health and safety 
of the building occupants. We take care to 
select materials that do not off-gas, harbor 
mold or mildew, or break down causing 
particulate contamination. We also avoid 
‘trendy’ materials that will be targeted for early 
replacement. Ultimately, our goal is to use 
less stuff from closer to home for longer as the 
world gains a new appreciation for the local, 
the natural and the simple.

At the end of the IDP process comes the eighth 
and most critical step of all: the development 
of a Quality Assurance protocol to ensure that 
the building can be understood and effectively 
maintained by future generations.  Historically, 
we have had a quality assurance protocol 
around HVAC and life-safety systems, but 
the Integrated Design Process is different in 
that it introduces the building itself as a whole 
system supported by architectural handovers 
and maintenance manuals. It is vital to us, 
and all practitioners of green buildings, that a 
sustainable building is cost effective. We believe 
that if you use less stuff and transport it over 
shorter distances you will provide a simpler 
system that should cost less. The math is easy: 
if we see the cost of the design increasing over 
time we know there’s a problem. If we see the 
cost going down, we know we are on the right 
track, not only for today, but for the future. 
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Gray Monk Vineyard, Kelowna. photo courtesy of Tourism Kelowna - Brian Sprout

Rotary Centre for the Arts, Kelowna - photo: Pat McCormick

Packign house - photo courtesy of Kelowna Public Archives
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In the following discussion I explore the 
relationship between architectural form and 
the concept of place within the Okanagan. 
My underlying assumption is that appropriate 
architectural responses to the landscape are 
critical to achieving a sense of place and that in 
turn, a strong sense of place is a prerequisite for 
psychological and social well-being.

My remarks draw principally from the work 
of Christian Norberg-Schultz who has written 
extensively on the theory of place. Norberg-
Schultz cites the genius loci, or “sprit of place”, 
a Greek concept that explains the importance 
of “fit” between individuals and their natural 
environment. Norberg-Schultz claims that: 
“….man’s most fundamental need is to 
experience his existence as meaningful.”  He says 
“…meaning is a psychic function. It depends 
upon identification and implies a sense of 
belonging.”1   According to Norberg-Schultz, 
individuals must be able to draw psychological, 
emotional, and spiritual sustenance from their 
physical surroundings. 

Norberg-Schultz says that early civilizations, 
although perhaps not completely understanding 
the forces of nature, nevertheless were 
consciously aware that the human species was 
part of a cosmological order. To help understand 
the physical world, he maintains that in 
certain pre-industrial civilizations, the natural 
landscape was perceived as having human 
qualities (defined as “anthropomorphism”). 
These qualities were then translated into, or 
expressed through building form (defined by 
Norberg-Schultz as “concretization”). 

Norberg-Schultz profiles several cultures where 
these processes resulted in consistent, unified, 

yet varied forms distinctive to the locale. In 
his case studies, not only is there a response 
to practical considerations such as climate, 
topography, and available building materials, 
but reassurance through building form of a 
society’s place within a cosmological order.
 
Norberg-Schultz looks specifically at three 
landscapes. In each he examines the relative 
presence of earth and sky. In landscapes where 
the earth predominates, such as the rugged 
forested landscapes of Northern Europe, the 
anthropomorphic characteristics of mystery 
and unpredictability prevail. In response, the 
building tradition in this region has reflected 
the dynamic character of the landscape. 

In landscapes where the sky predominates, 
for example the desert region of North Africa, 
with its unbounded space and monotonous 
climate, there is a sense of the authoritarian, 
the inflexible, and the predictable. Traditional 
building forms have tended to express the static 
nature of the landscape and an overarching 
abstract order. 

In landscapes of southern Italy and Greece, 
he claims there’s a balance of earth and sky. 
In these regions, classical building forms 
express a tension among elements but overall, 
they convey harmony and equilibrium, and 
confidence and self-assurance, ancient Greece 
being the most perfect example of man’s fit 
with a natural setting. 

Applying Norberg-Schultz’s theory to the 
Okanagan landscape we might observe:

1. The light for most of the year is intense; clear 
and un-tempered by cloud or mist. Shadows 

1 Genius Loci: Towards a Phenomonology of Architecture, Christian Norberg-Schultz, Rizzoli, New York, 1980.

REGIONAL VOICE 
EXPRESSION OF FORM WITHIN THE CENTRAL OKANAGAN
by Patrick McCormick, IA.AIBC

Intense growth in British Columbia’s Okanagan Valley is bringing dramatic changes 
to the physical landscape. What is perhaps not so obvious is the strain these changes 
are putting on the sense of identity of residents and their communities, as the influx 
of new residents and visitors challenge established values and expectations within the 
region. Patrick McCormick is Urban Design Planner at the City of Kelowna. His 
recent experience has highlighted the need to stimulate discussion on the issues of 
context and authenticity.
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are well-defined with the light lending itself to 
sculpting forms visually.

2. The topography, although mountainous, has 
rounded, rolling forms. Together with a relatively 
benign climate, the perception generally is that 
nature is friendly rather than threatening or 
mysterious and incomprehensible. Building 
responses such as extensive glazing and the 
transitioning and inter-connection of indoor 
and outdoor spaces should capitalize on views 
and the favourable weather.

3. Despite the prevalence of summer sun 
and the quality of the light, the sky is not an 
overwhelming presence. A tension of vertical 
and horizontal building proportions should 
reflect this balance, with buildings exuding 
neither superiority over, nor deference to their 
setting; horizontal lines should be subdued in 
that these lines tend to imply unbounded space 
and/or domination of the sky, and to preclude 
expression of an inter-connection of earth and 
sky.  

4. Limited rainfall and intense summer heat 
mean water is a precious resource. Water has 
tremendous practical as well as symbolic and 
spiritual meaning; fountains and pools, and 
views and axial references to Okanagan Lake 
can symbolize the soothing and healing effects 
of water. 

The Kelowna Regional Library (Architectura; 
now Stantec Architecture), the Rotary Centre 
for the Arts in Kelowna (Hotson Bakker 
Boniface Haden Architects), and the Hooded 
Merganser restaurant in Penticton (Bevanda 
Architecture) diverge in terms of their visual and 
aesthetic qualities, yet upon more examination 
have much in common and are compelling 
responses to the Okanagan setting. 

Other buildings that express an Okanagan 
identity exist and I choose these three simply 
as a means to convey an idea. Although their 
designers might not actively have attempted to 
concretize their perceptions of the landscape, 
these buildings nevertheless embody a 
confidence that seems to fit the valley context 
and reflect a comfortable, harmonious, and 
predictable relationship with the natural 
setting. Additionally, they each express a strong 
inter-connection of inside and outside spaces, 
express an inter-relationship of well-defined 
forms, and balance horizontal and vertical 
elements. 

Without suggesting a neo-classical approach 
to building form, the landscape of the 
Okanagan Valley has much in common with 

above: Hooden Meganza 

photo: courtesy of Bevanda Architecture

architects: Bevanda Architecture

left: The Kelowna Regional Library 

photo: Patrick McCormick

architects: Architecture - now Stantec

below: Rotary Centre for the Arts, Kelowna 

photo: Patrick McCormick

architects: Hotson Bakker Boniface Haden 
Architects
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REGIONAL
the landscapes of southern Italy and Greece, 
and thus the appropriateness of buildings 
that in their essence, exhibit harmony and 
equilibrium. What is important however, is 
not the degree to which the Okanagan aligns 
or does not align with the characteristics of 
these Mediterranean countries, but the notion 
that the inspiration and the clues to creating an 
identifi able regional form lie in interpreting the 
landscape and in concretizing the appropriate 
responses.

Equally as important to a region’s identity is its 
cultural landscape, i.e.  traditions of a society 
that accrue over time. In this regard, heritage 
plays a prominent role, through protection and 
adaptive re-use of buildings of heritage value, 
but also through the referencing of building 
typologies that might be specifi c to a region.2 

In the case of the Okanagan, these building 
typologies include packinghouses (now almost 
non-existent) that served the fruit industry, 
the roadside fruit stand (still prevalent), barns 
and agricultural storage buildings (many 
still in active use), and migrant workers’ 
accommodation (also pretty much non-
existent). Buildings that serve the wine industry 
are an evolving typology. 

Th e Rotary Centre for the Arts contributes to 
a continuum of meaningful form that draws 
inspiration from a vernacular agricultural 
tradition. Th is public building, located in 
the heart of Kelowna’s former packinghouse  
district, with a raised platform and overhanging 
roof, is an interpretation of the loading docks 
typical of a building typology specifi c to 
the Okanagan. Wood slats that help shade 
the windows are an abstract reference to the 
wooden boxes that were used by the fruit-
packing industry of the day.

Other clues to the Okanagan’s cultural 
landscape lie in lifestyle-related images. A 
relaxed culture oriented to tourism and a 
recreational lifestyle suggests a casual quality. 
One might say a vocabulary, although not 
literally evoking images of campgrounds, 
docks, and small water craft, might logically 
communicate a playfulness consistent with 
these images. It is perhaps not coincidental 
that each of the Okanagan buildings identifi ed 
above incorporates some curvilinear or 
segmented element; a curving line, depending 
upon how it’s applied, being less structured 
and more relaxed than a straight line.

Not all building typologies readily lend 
themselves to expression of the natural and 
cultural landscapes, and it might be worthwhile 

to prioritize those buildings that can have the 
greatest impact and best reinforce identity and 
sense of place. A footnote to the discussion on 
regional form is that private residences have 
often been the preferred, although not the 
exclusive typology, for architects to explore 
regional expression. 

To a large extent this has been the case in 
the Pacifi c coastal region of Canada and the 
US which has a well-defi ned vocabulary of 
regional forms. However, the reliance on 
private residences as the typology of preference 
makes for a somewhat exclusive discussion. 
Th ese buildings don’t usually form part of 
the pattern and texture of the public realm 
and don’t allow the lay person to readily 
participate in the discussion of what constitutes 
appropriate responses to the natural and 
cultural landscapes.

Th e opportunities for regional expression 
should come fi rst and foremost with civic 
buildings, i.e., those buildings that represent 
the values that defi ne our culture, e.g., libraries 
(literacy and access to information), art galleries 
(creativity and creative expression), courthouses 
(justice and the rule of law), and city halls 
(democratic decision-making). Because these 
buildings usually occupy high profi le sites 

within our communities, they have a high 
degree of visibility. From an urban design 
perspective, exposure and access are critical to 
reinforcing a sense of regional identity.

A number of Okanagan-based architects are 
conscientious in their pursuit of locally-inspired 
forms. For the population of the region, it’s 
reassuring that so many practitioners are 
actively engaging a regional expression of form. 
Th ere have also been architects from outside the 
region who have capably addressed the issue of 
place on projects located within the Valley.

Th e rate of growth in the Okanagan is putting 
a strain on its sense of identity, and challenging 
established values and patterns of living within 
the region. Moreover, individuality and identity 
are being threatened by a homogeneity driven 
by global forces. A regional expression of form, 
an authentic expression of place, will hopefully 
continue to build and celebrate that which is 
unique and distinctive about the Okanagan 
Valley.

2 Th e legacy of First Nations culture is of great signifi cance. 
However, unlike the west coast, little if any evidence of 
aboriginal built forms pre-dating European settlement 
exist within the Okanagan Valley. 
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Th e Richmond Speed Skating Oval is a curious proposition for sustainable 
development: a single building, large enough to hold three Boeing 747-600 aircraft 
wingtip to wingtip, with an interior volume of over twenty-one million litres, costing 
$178 million – all to house just two competing athletes at a time for only two weeks.

Oh…and did I mention it needed to attain CaGBC LEED Silver certifi cation? Th e challenge 
to the multidisciplinary design team was as enormous as the scale of this building. One must 
experience a covered speed skating oval in person to really start to sense the size. Even then, this 
building type is big enough to confuse anyone. 

A truly integrated design process was essential to this undertaking. It began with high level 
goal-setting workshops and design charrettes, and continued throughout all the design and 
documentation phases with regular meetings of a team with over 25 consultant fi rms involved. 

From the start, the Richmond Speed Skating Oval was designed for adaptive reuse. Following the 
2010 Olympic and Paralympic Winter Games, the speed skating rink will be reprogrammed, and 
the entire building converted to a municipal recreation, sport, wellness, and high performance 
training complex. Th e main sport hall – 200m x 100m – will accommodate two NHL ice rinks, 
six basketball courts, and a 200m running track, with other areas holding an indoor rowing tank, 
movement studios, athlete training support, and sport medicine facilities. 

Currently the project is on track to achieve its mandatory LEED Silver certifi cation for its 
Olympic Winter Games confi guration. Th e most notable achievement on the LEED scoresheet 
is the predicted energy performance of 42 percent below the Model National Energy Building 
Code. Building size, site constraints, and the overarching functional requirement of maintaining 
a perfectly calibrated interior environment for optimum speed skating performance restricted 
the range of possible passive orientation and envelope strategies. Achieving this level of energy 
performance required optimization of the building envelope, particularly the 20 hectare roof, 
and the development and tweaking of the mechanical system.

Th e Stantec mechanical team developed a system which sought to maximize energy reutilization. 
Th is includes heat recovery on all ventilation and ice making processes. Th e use of a water-based 

waterworks evelation east 

Sustainability and the 
Richmond Speed Skating Oval
Christopher Rowe MAIBC MRAIC LEED AP 
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system not only permits waste heat to be transferred to domestic hot water preheating, but 
allows the system to be easily adaptable to a geothermal source in the future. Excess ice plant 
capacity can be diverted to building cooling, and the entire building’s mechanical system can be 
connected to supply a contemplated district energy system, should one be developed.

Simulating the energy performance of the Oval presented a challenge: NRCan’s EE4 software 
model was not up to the task of accurately modelling such an extreme building type. Th e 
Stantec team worked closely with NRCan to tweak EE4 and develop a new model, which was 
cross-checked for accuracy with the Torino Speed Skating Stadium and the new Vancouver 
Convention Centre. 

Displacement ventilation of the main sport hall was initially considered, but the volume of air 
needed would require extensive ‘perforation’ of the activity fl oor – which would reduce the 
utility and future fl exibility of this primary space. Ventilation air is carried overhead, concealed 
within the main structural arches, and distributed with directional and adjustable nozzles which 
will support future reconfi guration of the main space. As a result, no ventilation ducting will be 
visible in the dramatic ceiling space.

One of the most striking features of the Oval is its structure. Developed by Fast + Epp Structural 
Engineers (wood/steel superstructure) and the Glotman Simpson Group (foundations, parkade 
level, ice rink slab, concrete buttresses), the structural system comprises a series of composite wood 
arches acting upon concrete buttresses and a stiff  concrete box formed by the lower parkade slab 
and the upper ice rink slab. Spanning the main glu-lam arches is a novel pre-fabricated structural 
panel developed for the project by StructureCraft Builders Inc. Th is system, which replaced a 
baseline steel deck solution, employs dimensional lumber harvested from pine-beetle-killed trees. 
Th e zig-zag section and semi-open pattern of the 2x4 elements improves room acoustics, and 
conceals building services. 

Taking advantage of the Oval’s 200,000 m2 roof for rainwater harvesting was a priority for 
the integrated team, including Delcan (civil engineering) and Phillips Farevaag Smallenberg 
Landscape Architects. Much of the roof runoff  is collected in a 960,000 litre underground 
storage tank, and reused for toilet fl ushing and irrigation. Excess runoff  runs exposed down the 
exterior concrete buttresses over a cast-in-place concrete relief designed by artist Susan Point. 
Water is carried to a rain garden and then retained in an extensive pond system integrated with 
the landscape design and public art program.

Although the covered speed skating stadium is an unusual and extreme building type – sized 
in inverse proportion to the number of athletes and spectators who use it during an event – its 
re-creation as a spectacular and long-lived urban room for the citizens of Richmond, devoted to 
health, wellness, and public gatherings,  redeems the exercise.

Christopher Rowe is a member of Cannon Design’s corporate sustainability leadership team, and 
design leader for its Vancouver and Victoria offi  ces

river elevation north
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above: roof integration detail

below: plan level 2 legacy
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SUSTAINABILITY

NEW EXPECTATIONS 
CARBON NEUTRAL BUILDINGS
by Dr Ray Cole B.sc, Ph.D, Hon.AIBC - Professor and Director, UBC School of Architecture

Climate change will have enormous implications 
for building design: 

• The building industry, like others, will be 
increasingly scrutinized to ascertain the nature 
and extent of action that it has taken to both 
reduce Green House Gas (GHG) emissions 
and adapt to changing climate conditions. 

• In the same way that climate change is 
already entering business parlance in terms 
of managing the associated risks, clients will 
increasingly expect buildings to be equipped to 
maintain their asset value.

• There will likely be increasingly stringent 
regulation introduced to more expediently 
address building related factors that directly 
affect climate change.

• It will be increasingly necessary to have access 
to absolute GHG emissions associated with 
buildings to enable aggregation into provincial 
and national figures and thereby track the 
effects of mitigation policies and strategies.

Given the pressing time-scale of anticipated 
significant climate change, it is difficult to 
imagine that the transformation of the built 
environment in response will result from 
simply tweaking current practice. Whereas the 
practice of green building design has come a 
long way over the past 10 years, climate change 
will likely re-order the environmental priorities 
and, more than any other issue, will influence 
where we build, what we build and how we 
build.

Climate change has global and far-reaching consequences and there is increasing 
consensus that it will be the single most urgent and significant societal issue this 
century. It will have profound direct and indirect affects on every aspect of human 
(and non-human) existence and, as the environmental, social and economic realities 
of climate change become increasingly evident, it will dominate public and political 
attention.  

Mitigation and adaptation strategies have 
different consequences for building design. 
Mitigation strategies relate to the reduction 
of the GHG emissions directly and indirectly 
associated with the production and operation 
of buildings. By doing so, this will temper the 
extent of global warming and subsequent future 
climate change. Significant and immediate 
reductions in GHG emissions – between 60-
80 percent by 2050 – are necessary to stabilize 
climate at 2C above pre-industrial levels.  The 
current changes in global climate are the result 
of past carbon-intensive industrial and energy 
production processes. However, the inertia of 
climate systems is such that, once triggered, 
the changes will continue for decades and 
centuries before stabilizing. The benefits of 
current mitigation strategies will not be realized 
for decades ahead and today’s actions will 
therefore be a testimony to our commitment 
to intergenerational responsibility rather than 
immediate self-interest or benefit.

Adaptation strategies relate to the creation of 
buildings capable of negotiating a changing 
and uncertain climate over the next 100 
years or so before the climate stabilizes as a 
result of timely and meaningful mitigation 
strategies. Although climate conditions have 
always been in flux, the rate and extent of 
current changes are unprecedented and, 
over the life of contemporary buildings, the 
climate they experience will be considerably 
different and more extreme – wetter, drier, 
warmer, windier, higher sea level, etc., than 
present. These changes will occur differently 
in different regions and it will be increasingly 
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all photos: Naarah Grohs
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MINIMUM STANDARDS
Category
Energy/CO2
Percentage improvement over Target Emission 
Rate (TER) as determined by the 2006 Building 
Regulation Standards

Code Level

1(*)
2(**)
3(***)
4(****)
5(*****)
6(******)

SUSTAINABILITY
necessary to explore the predicted regional 
changes and accommodate strategic advice on 
the consequences. Moreover, the consequences 
of more intense and uncertain climate on 
agricultural production, forest fires, pestilence, 
environmental migration, etc., will pose a host 
of indirect, but potentially profound, impacts 
on buildings and human settlement patterns.

The emphasis of current green building relates 
primarily to mitigation - reducing resource 
use (energy, water, materials and land) and 
environmental loadings (GHG emissions, 
ozone depleting substances, liquid effluents and 
solid wastes) on natural systems. These issues 
have been institutionalised in the voluntary 
Leadership in Energy and Environmental 
Design (LEED®) green building rating system 
and, within this context, the aspiration of 
best current green practice is achieving the 
designation of LEED® Platinum. Although 
many of the performance criteria in LEED® 
have direct and indirect consequence for 
climate change, as climate change becomes 
a greater political priority, they will become 
more explicit in future versions.

In the past, improvements in the environmental 
performance of buildings have typically 
occurred gradually over time and in relatively 
modest increments. Although the seriousness 
and consequences of global warming and 
climate change have been acknowledged within 
the scientific community and variously reported 
in the media, there is now a widespread shift 
in public and increasingly political interest 
and aspiration. This has been kindled by the 
frequency and intensity of major climate related 
environmental events – the floods in Central 
England and Asia; the excessive summertime 
temperatures and dry conditions in Europe; 
the prolonged drought conditions in Australia; 
increased hurricane activity in the US – Katrina, 
Wilma etc.. The economic and social cost of 
these and similar future events is considerable. 
The 2006 Stern Report, for example, suggests 
that consequences of  ‘business as usual’ 
approach that fails to seriously address global 
warming could represent as much as 20 percent 
of Gross Domestic Product world-wide, 
whereas taking concerted action now would 
cost just one percent. 

We are now witnessing an expectation for 
greater leaps in performance in shorter time 
frames and the emerging debate increasingly 
relates to an alternative performance aspiration 
that goes beyond current notions of green. 
For example, despite the fact that LEED® is 
just now beginning to find greater acceptance 
and use, the Cascadia Region Green Building 

Council issued the “Living Building Challenge” 
to building owners, architects, engineers, and 
design professionals in 2006, compliance of 
which requires meeting a set of performance 
levels greater than those currently evident in 
LEED®. Similarly, the theme of the American 
Institute of Architects (AIA) 2007 Annual 
Convention in San Antonio, for example, was 
“Growing Beyond Green” despite the fact 
that green design is yet to become mainstream 
practice.

Reducing GHG emissions is the primary 
goal of mitigation strategies and “carbon 
neutrality” has become the most widely 
cited aspiration and commitment to address 
climate change. Increasingly, individuals are 
expressing commitment to carbon neutral 
lifestyles and companies, organizations, cities 
and even countries are committing to carbon 
neutral operations and practices. Despite being 
extremely demanding targets, the notions 
of “net-zero energy” and “carbon neutral” 
buildings have, almost overnight, become 
clear, unambiguous and widespread design 
aspirations. 

Aggressive time-lines for achieving carbon 
neutral buildings are being formulated in a 
number of countries. For example, in April 
2007 the Code for Sustainable Homes was 
introduced in the UK for the environmental 
assessment of new housing to drive a “step-
change” in sustainable home building practice. 
It provides a staged set of emissions targets 
that culminate in the requirement of all new 
housing being carbon neutral by 2016. The 
Code will become the single national standard 
for sustainable homes, used by home designers 
and builders as a guide to development, and by 
home-buyers to assist in their choice of home. 
It will form the basis for future developments 
of the Building Regulations in relation to 
carbon emissions from, and energy use in 
homes, therefore offering greater regulatory 
certainty to developers. The Code will become 
a mandatory requirement for all new homes 
from 2008 after a year of gaining experience in 
its use. In North America, the 2030 Challenge 
proposes staged targets that will expect all 
new buildings to be carbon-neutral by 2030 
through the implementation of innovative 
sustainable design strategies, the generation 
of on-site renewable power and/or purchasing 
renewable energy and/or certified renewable 
energy credits.

The most significant building performance 
issue influencing GHG emissions is building 
operating energy use and associated fuel types. 
As such, the notions of “net-zero energy” and 

Minimum Standard

10%
18%
25%
44%
100%
A ‘zero carbon home’
(heating, lighting, hot water, 
and all other energy uses in 
the home)
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“carbon neutral” currently relate to the thermal 
and electrical energy required to operate 
buildings. Net-zero energy means that annual 
onsite electrical energy generated through clean 
technologies equals that drawn from the grid. 
Carbon neutral means that the GHG emissions 
offset through this process equals that generated 
through conventional electricity production. 
For thermal energy, the carbon emitted 
during the onsite combustion of biomass is 
deemed equivalent to that sequestered during 
the photosynthesis in the production of the 
biomass material and that would otherwise be 
released during its decay. 

The notion of carbon neutrality as it relates to 
buildings will be extended to embrace other 
activities besides operational: 

• The energy embodied in buildings and the 
associated GHG emissions have typically been 
a relatively small portion (10-13 percent) 
of the overall life-cycle values but will 
become increasing significant as operational 
performance improves. 

• The GHG emissions associated with 
automobile transportation is clearly influenced 
by a number of planning and design decisions 
as well as personal choices. Moreover, changing 
alternative work arrangements (hoteling, 
teleworking, compressed working weeks etc.) is 
influencing the relationship between building 
and commuting emissions. 

• The carbon emissions associated with the 
transportation of food will assume increased 
importance, and translate to the need for 
greater onsite/local food production. 
 
Reducing GHG emissions associated with 
the production and operation of buildings 
and adapting to a changing climate will 
become increasingly dominant design issues. 
While they can be addressed on individual 
buildings, greater possibilities and benefits 
accrue when they are framed more broadly. 
The emerging notion of ‘regenerative design’ 
seeks the alignment of human aspirations 
with the natural systems so that they can co-
evolve. By taking such an overall systems 
approach to design, the emphasis shifts from 
the notion of creating carbon neutral buildings 
to one achieving carbon balance - spatially and 
temporally.  
 

Healthy . . .  Environmentally Friendly . . .  Energy Efficient

LEED Qualifying Materials

Vancouver’s source 
for green 

building materials

604.685.3611
386 West 8th Avenue, Vancouver, BC

Other brands
available at GreenWorks:

www.greenworksbuildingsupply.com

FSC-Certified Wood Flooring FSC-Certified Countertops Beautiful Clay Plaster
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FIRE PROTECTION AND ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP
HAMTILTON FIREHALL
by Kimberly Johnston MAIBC

The Hamilton firehall is located along the 
eastern boundaries of Richmond in the rapidly 
developing community of Hamilton. The 
8200SF career firehall is sited at the edge of 
McLean Park and has been designed to embody 
both innovative principles of fire protection 
and environmental stewardship. As a team, the 
design consultants, the City of Richmond, and 
the Richmond Fire Department were able to 
create a project which not only symbolizes a 
commitment to the people of Richmond, but 
to expand the protective services’ “safety net” 
to include the protection and restoration of the 
local environment. 

It has always been the design team’s premise 
that protective services projects make a 
great partnership with the protection of the 
environment. Hamilton is one example where 
the design team and client have been able to 
work together to make that concept a reality. 
The design team was able to submit the project 
for a Green Municipal Fund grant and was 
awarded over $450,000 for capital investment 
in sustainable initiatives. 

The building program consists of two large 
apparatus bays;  a SCBA facility which repairs 
and maintains breathing apparatus for the 
entire fire department;  workshop;  gear 
storage room;  training rooms;  a 65-foot hose 
drying tower;  crew quarters including separate 
facilities for male and female fire fighters, and 
a large meeting room which can be accessed by 
the public. In addition, there is a stand-alone 
public washroom which serves the surrounding 
park and a large fire fighter training yard at the 
rear of the site. 

The Hamilton firehall is designed to be 
a building that expands the protective 
services’ “safety net” to include the 
protection and restoration of the local 
environment.
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Key to the sustainability of the building is 
the use of a geothermal field which is located 
beneath a bioswale, surrounding the entire 
training yard. The use of the bioswale enabled 
the design team to collect the surface water 
from the training surface and transfer it to 
the surrounding landscape. This enabled 
restoration of the wetland on the southern 
corner of the site, and the use of no piped 
drainage throughout the site. This reduced the 
impact of the development on the municipal 
storm system, which is reaching its capacity.  

The 65-foot hose tower is not only used to dry 
the fire hose and serve as a traditional symbol 
of the fire department, but also functions as a 
training facility, enabling fire fighters to train 
locally. The tower also incorporates “Solar 
wall”, a proprietary system which heats outside 
air with the sun’s energy, supplementing the 
mechanical heating by the pumping warm air 
directly into the hose tower to help dry the 
fire hoses. Green roofs cover a large portion 
of the sloped roofs, helping to insulate the 
building and reduce the amount of run off. The 
remainder of the roofs are designed to collect 
rainwater into a large cistern which is reused 
for washing fire trucks and recycled into the 
building for other non-potable uses.  

design team:

Johnston Davidson Architecture and Planning

Kimberly Johnston – Project Architect
Douglas Johnston – Principal in Charge

Herold Engineering – Structural Engineers
Cobalt Engineering – Mechanical Engineers
Roy Campbell Engineers – Electrical Engineers
Earth Tech – Civil Engineers
Sharp and Diamond – Landscape Architects

all photos: Bob Matheson

Mechanically, the building combines the use 
of radiant heating and cooling with an air 
displacement system to provide improvements 
to the occupant comfort throughout the 
hall. The radiant floor system is used to heat 
the apparatus bays rather than the standard 
overhead infra-red heaters, making this space 
more comfortable and more energy efficient. 
The building also incorporates low flow 
fixtures including waterless urinals, solar water 
collectors, and a Direct Digital Control System 
to give occupants more control over their 
environment. 

The materials used for the project were chosen 
especially for durability and for environmental 
sensitivity. All windows use Low E glass and 
have operable elements to allow occupants to 
access fresh air and natural ventilation. The hall 
has concrete floors throughout the main level, 
exposed structural elements such as Glullam 
roof structure, exposed masonry walls, wheat 
board doors, and wheat board core millwork.

This project is registered with CaGBC and is 
striving to achieve LEED gold certification. 
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DESIGN EXHIBITION 
DANISH WAY OF LIVING

Denmark is known worldwide for producing 
sleek, modern and dynamic interior design 
innovations, and now Vancouverites will get a 
glimpse of design at its best when the Danish 
invade stylish Gastown. 

From November 1 to December 15 the main-
level of the old Storyeum venue (142 Water 
Street) will set the stage for a once in a lifetime 
exhibit featuring some of the most influential 
and dynamic designers in the world. Admission 
is free.

In the Danish design tradition, quality is closely 
related to function, aesthetics, economy and 
environment. Throughout the 20th century, 
it has become a fundamental principle for 
Danish designers to emphasize the user needs 
and functionality. As a result of this practice, 
the use of design driven products is an obvious 
and integrated part of the Danish people’s 
everyday. Therefore, an exhibition about 
Danish design is also an exhibition about the 
“Danish Way of Living”. 

This is where you can see Ferm Living’s lush 
wallpaper designs, delicate hanging celestial 
Verpan lighting, and seriously sleek Arne 
Jacobsen and Fritz Hansen furniture designs 
– up close. Catch Midforms Arch90, a new 
series of architect-designed contract furniture 
that fuses beautiful design with exquisite 
materials and intricate production processes. 
Midform showcases their sculptural coffee 
tables, masterfully crafted by award-winning 
designer Gary van Broekhoven who creates 
contemporary products while emphasising 
aesthetics and functional materials. From 
Erik Jorgensen’s elegant Flamingo Chairs to 
1:6 Design’s delightfully miniature designer 
furniture; The Danish Way of Living is one 
exhibit you absolutely cannot miss.

The biggest names in Danish design set 
to showcase their innovations in a rare 
Vancouver exhibit.
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opposite page:
top: The Egg = Arne Jacobsen
Company: Republic of Fritz Hansen
Photo: contributed by Arne Jacobsen

bottom: Arch90 -Twins = Gary Van Broekhoven
Company: Midform and GVB
Photo: contributed by Midform

this page:
1&3: Verpan (Lamps) = Verner Panton 
Company: Verpan Aps 
Photo: contributed by Verpan

2: Arch90 - Bedroom concept = Rikke Frost
Company: Midform
Photo: contributed by Midform

4: The Swan = Arne Jacobsen
Company: Republic of Fritz Hansen
Photo: contributed by Arne Jacobsen

5: Flamingo Chair = Foersom & Hiort-Lorenzen
Company: Erik Jørgensen
Photo: contributed by Eric Jørgensen

6: FUSION (rings) = Nina Koppel
Company: Georg Jensen
Photo: contributed by Georg Jensen
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ADVANCED SUSTAINABLE BUILDING SYSTEMS
CANADIAN WOODEN DOMES
by Altus Engineering Ltd. - www.cwdg.ca - www.domequixote.com

A cluster of dome buildings constructed in BC’s 
West Kootenay region, using timber industry 
waste lumber, represents the first application of 
monolithic wooden dome construction in the 
world. 

Used for centuries, dome structures are notable 
for their strength and stability as a result of 
their double arch configuration, which carries 
and resists loading in multiple directions. They 
also provide unique aesthetics inside and out, 
as well as considerable design flexibility. 

Working with local, provincial, and federal 
governments, universities, and other 
organizations, Altus Engineering Ltd of 
Vancouver designed and built a prototype 
system of four interconnected wooden domes 
in New Denver, in the BC interior. The 
prototype, Villa Dome Quixote – a mountain 
lodge and guesthouse – has shown that the 
CWD building system is strong, economical, 
durable, energy efficient, and environmentally 
sensitive, and has paved the way for a wide 
range of future applications. 

Early Research and Development 
Between 1997 and 1999, the experience 
of working on and investigating concrete 
dome structures led Altus President & CEO 
Salah Eldeib, P.Eng. to consider the idea of 
developing monolithic dome structures from 
wood. 

Using wood to build dome structures was 
thought to more cost effectively create the same 
functional space as a concrete dome, but with 
greater flexibility and energy efficiency, while 
reducing construction time and making use of 
wood materials considered to be waste. 

In their continuing pursuit of novel yet sustainable building systems and      
methodologies, BC engineers are behind the development of an innovative structural 
system with the potential to have a significant impact on the construction of 
environmentally sound buildings.

photo contributed by Altus Engineering Ltd.
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With assistance from the National Research 
Council’s Industrial Research Assistance 
Program (NRC-IRAP), various materials and 
methods were researched for different parts of 
the dome structure. Altus also developed tools, 
machinery and methodologies to efficiently 
construct the dome buildings and the Canadian 
Wooden Dome structural building system 
emerged.

The CWD shell is manufactured in sections 
using recycled and by-product materials – the 
building blocks of the monolithic domes are 
made from OSB and mill trim ends (small 
pieces of dimensional lumber discarded by 
sawmills). The dome components are cut and 
assembled by proprietary machinery at the 
CWD plant in Delta through a process designed 
to maximize material use and minimize waste. 
Once complete, the dome components are 
shipped to the project site for rapid assembly, 
which saves time and reduces waste on the 
construction site.  

The location of the CWD prototype, which 
has 10 bedrooms and eight bathrooms and can 
accommodate up to 22 guests, has attracted 
thousands of visitors including engineers, 
politicians, government officials, tourists and 
the general public. Four satellite dome cottages 
have been added in the last couple of years due 
to the popularity of the unique dome lodge.

During the lodge’s construction, methods 
and techniques were developed to effectively 
install drywall on a double curved dome 
surface and to curve wood plates located at 
the end of the interior walls that intersect with 
the curved dome body. Techniques to install 
siding, roofing, electrical wiring, and other 
construction elements were also developed, as 
were various systems to attach windows, doors, 
and other openings. Spray-in-place foam 
insulation was found to most effectively fill the 
trapezoidal cavities between the dome ribs, for 
example. Overall, conventional framing and 
finishing techniques were applied, with minor 
adaptations where necessary to accommodate 
the continuous dome surfaces, which required 
very little training for the contractors and 
construction crew.

Dome Design
The visual impact of the dome exterior is 
arresting: the gentle curves evoke something 
majestic and they blend with the natural 
landscape harmoniously. The finished interior 
spaces of the domes are incomparable; an 
overwhelming feeling of calm is what most 
people describe upon experiencing the domes 
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this page:
top: Okanagan Residence
architect: Rodney Cottrell
image: contributed by Altus Engineering Ltd.

middle & bottom: Al Salaam Mosque, Burnaby
architect: Sharif Senbel 
photo: Michael.J.Roberts

opposite page top:
photo: contributed by Altus Engineering Ltd.

bottom:
photo: contributed by Altus Engineering Ltd.
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Construction time is greatly reduced. 
Depending on size, the CWD structure takes 
one to two days to assemble. In addition, since 
job site disturbance is minimal, the CWD 
system is suitable for environmentally sensitive 
areas. 

The CWD system is highly resistant to 
earthquakes and suitable for all regions 
regardless of snow load, wind and seismic 
conditions. This is due to the inherent natural 
strength of the dome shape and the engineered 
design of the proprietary CWD building 
system.

The curved surfaces of the CWD system promote 
better air circulation resulting in greater energy 
efficiency and reduced heating and cooling 
costs. This cost is further minimized due to the 
fact that the dome interior comprises up to 30 
percent less air volume to heat or cool than a 
conventional building of equivalent floor area.

CWD Advantages 
Because of the use of sawmill waste lumber and 
pre-fabricated sections, the process results in 
30 percent less wood being used as compared 
to conventional structures for the same floor 
area produced. Construction costs are reduced 
and the environmental impacts of construction 
waste disposal are minimized. 

for the first time. While you feel a certain 
soothing sense of enclosure, there is a wide open 
sense of space as you follow the continuous 
curve of the wall up to the peak and back down 
again; there is no beginning, no end, no corner 
to mark the end of one space or plane and the 
beginning of another. Where there are interior 
walls, the intersection of dome and planar wall 
creates a visually interesting arc that adds to the 
character of the interior space.

As a clear span, the dome provides unlimited 
flexibility in interior design and the ability 
to change with occupants’ needs. Domes are 
self-supporting, so interior walls are not load-
bearing, again allowing for unprecedented ease 
in renovating interior spaces for future uses and 
users.  

The CWD system can be used for any program, 
whether residential as a cottage or retirement 
home, or commercial as a kiosk or rental 
cabin. Other building types that have been 
considered are school rooms, yoga studios or 
hiking shelters. As a complex of domes, the 
possibilities are endless; a tourist lodge, such 
as the Villa Dome Quixote; a community 
centre and sports facility; or an eco-village 
development. A CWD can also be used as an 
addition atop or adjacent to a conventional 
structure.

Inspired by the domes in New Denver, Rodney 
Cottrell MAIBC of rodney f. cottrell holistic 
architecture in Vancouver designed a luxury 
dome residence in the Okanagan. The project 
consists of a large elliptical dome connected by 
an entrance hall to a smaller spherical dome. The 
36’ diameter elliptical dome - two full stories 
and a loft - encompasses the main residence, 
while the smaller 30’ diameter spherical dome 
was designed as an events space.

“I found this system interesting in several ways. 
The system is made of junk wood so it’s an 
efficient use of an inexpensive resource and 
it’s sustainable because it’s wood that wouldn’t 
have a lot of value in the construction industry. 
I enjoy the fact that it helps you to create 
distinctive and unique spaces. Also, the curve 
that’s inherent in the system is something that 
you can work with to help you create spaces 
that are friendlier and more natural to the 
extent that they are a more perfect emulation 
of nature. The dome space and the curved 
perimeter walls help circulate heat and air 
more efficiently in the space so it has a practical 
purpose as well. Finally, a shell shape is a 
naturally strong and stable shape so it’s ideally 
suited for many BC conditions such as heavy 
snow loads and seismic areas” says Cottrell.

The CWD system may be one dome or a 
number of domes conjoined in any desired 
fashion; they can be spherical or elliptical, 
and can be one or multiple storey structures. 
A CWD structure provides superior design 
aesthetics and livability with open spaces, 
better air circulation, and improved light 
distribution.

The structure’s lifespan is expected to be 
more than twice that of conventional wood 
structures, thereby causing less ecological 
damage as the environmental impact of these 
buildings is spread over a longer period. 
The superior structural integrity and long-
term durability of the dome system will also 
minimize operational and maintenance costs 
over the life of the structure.

Projects
With the development work completed and 
prototype domes built and tested, automated 
production of Canadian Wooden Dome 
sections started early this year, when the first 
CWD production plant was opened in Delta 
BC.

The initial target market has been North 
America; however the innovative dome 
building system has garnered considerable 
international interest, including a proposal to 
construct several domes on a university campus 
in the UK. In Mongolia, Altus is currently 
fulfilling a contract with a private developer 
to construct 80 residential domes (and the 
Mongolian governement will use CWD’s in 
a major new housing initiative).  

Closer to home, design work is underway for a 
large dome for a spiritual centre in Nunavut and 
the first of two wooden domes manufactured 
by Altus is nearing completion on site in 
Burnaby for a Mosque designed by architect 
Sharif Senbel MAIBC of Studio Senbel.  

Says Senbel of the domes, “After working with 
several dome structural types I note several 
merits to the nascent Canadian Wooden 
Dome system. It is very efficient in its use of 
material, both in making use of waste lumber 
and, more importantly, in its high strength 
to weight ratio. Further, most framed dome 
systems produce some form of faceted dome. 
Canadian Wooden Domes produce a near 
smooth curvilinear surface without resorting to 
more costly monolithic or bent steel systems. I 
can see the Canadian Wooden Dome system 
being developed further to create all kinds of 
curvilinear and organic forms”. 
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MENTOR PROMOTION

Scott Kemp MAIBC is a mentor to seven 
interns. If this is not astonishing enough, one 
need only look at Scott’s architectural education 
at the Glasgow School of Arts and London’s 
Architectural Association, to his thoughtful 
projects in Japan, Germany, England and 
Canada, as well as to his volunteer activities at 
both UBC and the AIBC to ask the question: 
When does this guy fi nd the time to do all 
this?

It is no surprise that so many want to be 
mentored by Scott, and I am certainly no 
exception. I met Scott in 1999, during my 
fi rst vertical studio at the UBC School of 
Architecture. It was a tectonic studio, and our 
three (yes, three) studio professors included 
none other than Steve ‘Hope your client 
doesn’t have any children’ Taylor P.Eng., as 
well as Mike McColl MAIBC. As Mike had 
just committed himself to a Busby project in 
Toronto, Scott was asked to fi ll in the days that 

INTERN VOICE
HOW I MET MY MENTOR
by Sean Ruthen IA.AIBC

ArchitectureBC would like to present a new feature which profi les an intern and 
mentor in tandem. If you are an intern and would like to profi le your mentor, or 
conversely a mentor who would like to highlight a budding new BC architect, please 
contact the editor. It is also the hope of the editorial advisory committee that this 
feature may encourage members to take a more active role in this important compo-
nent of every architect’s professional development. If you would like to be a mentor, 
or are in need of one, please contact roneill@aiabc.ca. 

Mike couldn’t be there, and before I knew it, 
he was a member of my thesis committee. 

I believe a mentor is much more than just the 
individual who signs off  on your hours. I have 
heard stories about fellow interns who seldom 
meet with their mentors because they are in 
some remote part of the province, or are retired 
and have a waning interest in the future of the 
profession. A mentor is also an advisor, and I 
was fortunate to have Scott to talk to about my 
fi rst soffi  t venting detail in a Part 9 project I 
recently helped complete. 

Scott is also a professional peer, as he recently 
acted as advisor to an ideas competition that I 
and four other interns organised. One would 
expect to develop a professional relationship 
with one’s employer, but the business of today’s 
offi  ces, especially the larger ones, can make this 
a rather intimidating undertaking. 

left: Scott Kemp MAIBC

right: Sean Ruthen IA.AIBC
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The “sink or swim” mentality that epitomizes 
most interns’ professional development has often 
made me wonder why on earth we bothered to 
go to university for seven years, as it certainly 
doesn’t seem to mean much to our employers. 
And this is where the intern’s mentor is most 
needed; a point that needs some reinforcing for 
most interns. A mentor is meant to speak on 
the intern’s behalf to their employer, especially 
if they are having difficulties logging hours 
in certain categories. An employer ignoring 
the individual plight of an intern’s journey to 
registration is understandable given today’s busy 
economy, but an employer ignoring the plight 
of the profession itself is unforgivable. Given 
the observation by one MAIBC at a recent 
AIBC conference, that the intern population 
has swelled by 40 percent in the last five years, 
there is an excellent opportunity to support the 
future of the profession via mentorship.

While not all mentors can be a Scott Kemp, 
each member of the AIBC should see providing 
mentorship to an intern as a unique opportunity 
to engage in a professional relationship with 
someone who is, to be blunt, not just in it for 
the pay cheque. An intern can be a conduit 
to fresh ideas for a member, and an agent for 
new dialogue that is happening in schools and 
at gallery openings. While an architect’s office 
lives and dies by the amount of work it has, the 
vitality of any architectural office is partially 
dependent on the  youth of its interns, by the 
fashions they’re wearing, the music they’re 
listening to, the cars they’re driving, and 
the restaurants they visit.  The attitudes and 
tastes ingrained in any culture’s most novel 
iconography are the basis for the imagination 
out of which may emerge our future. 

Mentoring an intern is akin to having the 
fountain of youth as an office water cooler, 
a curious thing when you consider that the 
average age of current interns is 37 years old!
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THE 5 YEAR OR 10 YEAR RGC 
GUAR ANTEE IS YOUR BEST
PROTECTION ON THE ROOF!

RCABC has earned the trust of Architects, Developers, 
Municipalities and companies throughout the building 
industry, because of our higher standards.

Not only does RCABC set professional standards for 
the roofing industry, it supports them with a Guarantee 
Program. Only an RCABC Contractor can provide the 
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RRECEPTION AND THEATRE

RESIDENCE KSTUDIO/WORK

KSTUDIO/WORKRESIDENCE
RESIDENCE
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BAR
SERVICE BAR/LOUNGE

SCHEMATIC SITE SECTION SCALE 1/16” = 1’-0”
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podium tower
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courtyard tower

oto
open tower

To re-establish architecture as a generator of possibility, make physical wear an asset and authenticity a viable 
alternative, our proposal begins by turning the existing typology inside-out.
The effect of the poto:type monoculture is one of frenetic visual noise. While their individual architectural 
mediocrity may offer little to argue with, the podium-tower’s collective homogeneity results in an architectural 
vocabulary too legible to ever engender authentic urban evolution. With over 50% of us living urbanely, a cities 
foremost attribute is as a site for possibility; through novelty, misinterpretation, or re-appropriation of cultural 
tradition.
The existing plinth vocabulary acts as an ordering device through recognizable stylistic reinterpretation and a 
rigidly drawn perimeter. Instead, by making the block navigable, we alleviate the ground-plane of this formal 
encumbrance. Maximizing the plinth’s porosity and providing space for collectivity, the potential for misinter-
pretation leaves the architecture open to individual devices. 
By inverting the poto:typology we create a courtyard volume which permits entry to the building, only to find a 
nature free of the noise and congestion beyond. A singularly carved mass, the oto:tower becomes iconic within 
a moiré of architectural complacency and frenetic vertigo. 
Urban-scale wood shingles reinterpret cultural inheritance while providing a backdrop for the subtleties of 
northern light and shadow, the cause of so much visual noise in the current streetscapes. Finally, we seek to 
make weathering an attribute in this sea of non-descript late century construction. As the building ages, 
shingles will be replaced, resulting in an evolving authentic skyline.  

oto
opposite page:
top: board display in gallery

middle: poto:type presentation night

bottom (left to right): 
Scott Kemp MAIBC (one of the judges)

poto:type organisers:
Iris Woo IA.AIBC
Sean Ruthen IA.AIBC
Suman Lee IA.AIBC
Varouj Gumuchian IA.AIBC
Tillie Kwan IA.AIBC
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POTO:TYPE COMPETITION
Congratulations to Potogroup, a group of AIBC 
Intern Architects who recently conducted a very 
successful open architectural ideas competition. 
Potogroup invited architects, designers, and 
creative thinkers from across the globe to 
participate in the competition. The concept 
was to have the participants rethink, question, 
and experiment with new ideas to challenge 
the concept of the podium/tower. A total of 
45 projects were submitted from Canada, the 
United States and elsewhere. 

As the nature of this competition was in the 
realm of ideas, the jurors unanimously decided 
to award the cash prize evenly at $2000 to 
three entries, as each demonstrated equal merit 
in their solution and presentation of their 
schemes. They also selected two projects for 
honourable mention. 

The winners are:
A. [folding-scraper] from Rome, Italy. 
Submitted by Stefania Papitto and Gianluca 
Evels.

B. [un-named] from Toronto, Ontario. 
Submitted by Arash Mozafari Kakavandi, 
Farzad Shokri Seiehkalan, Neda Lotfi, Manelia 
Jahanian, Fereshteh Bahmani, and Samaneh 
Rezvani. 

C. [oto] from Cleveland Heights, Ohio. 
Submitted by Jonathan Kurtz, Kevin Stitak, 
Kyle May, and Dru Mckeown.

With honourable mentions to:
D. [stackhouse] from Vancouver, BC. 
Submitted by Tony Wai and Christa Min.

E. [lost typologies] from Vancouver, BC. 
Submitted by David Jacobson.
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KUDOS

In June this year the British Columbia Institute of Technology (BCIT) held its Graduating 
Awards Ceremony. Stewart Howard MAIBC, Past President of the AIBC, attended the ceremony 
to present architecture awards to the following five exceptional BCIT students:
• Penny Morden received the AIBC Achievement Award;
• Nathan Bishop received The AIBC Award in Architecture;
• Andrew Cook received The AIBC Achievement Award in Architecture;
• Joshua Harvey received The AIBC Award in Architectural Science; and
• Analisa Solamillo received The AIBC Achievement Award in Architectural Science.
The AIBC would like to congratulate each of the recipients on their graduation from BCIT and 
their achievements, and wishes them success in their careers ahead.

AIBC AWARDS PRESENTED TO BCIT STUDENTS AT 
GRADUATING CEREMONY

The West Vancouver Aquatic centre, designed by Hughes Condon Marler Architects, has   been 
given two awards from the International Association of Leisure Facilities (IAKS): the IOC/IAKS 
award for Exemplary Sports and Leisure Facilities in Bronze, and the IPC/IAKS Distinction 
Award for Accessibility.  

The IOC/IAKS award, the only international architectural prize for existing leisure and sports 
facilities, is sponsored by the International Olympic Committee. The IPC/IAKS Distinction award 
recognizes buildings that increase accessibility for people with disabilities to view or participate in 
sport and is presented in collaboration with the International Paralympics Committee.  

Hughes Condon Marler Architects worked closely with the District of West Vancouver’s access 
coordinator and consulted with an advisory committee of community members. The resulting 
design features include zero entry ramp access to all new pools, hoist lifts for the main lap pool, 
and fire alarm and emergency paging systems that include both audible and visual systems. 
Additionally, all shower facilities, including all family change room cubicles, provide disabled 
access.

WEST VANCOUVER AQUATIC CENTRE HONOURED 

photo: Nicholas Lehoux

presentation photos top to bottom: 

Stewart Howard MAIBC and Andrew Cook

Stewart Howard MAIBC and Analisa Solamillo

Stewart Howard MAIBC and Nathan Bishop

Stewart Howard MAIBC and Penny Morden

Nathan Harvey is not pictured as he was not 
present to accept his award.
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Downs Archambault & Partners has designed the Bayshore Gardens in Vancouver, a mixed-
use residence for families and retired and disabled performing artists. Those employed in the 
performing arts, either on stage or behind the scenes, often have inadequate pension to see them 
through retirement, making affordable housing difficult to access. At the Performing Arts Lodge, 
80 percent of the rents are subsidized according to need.

Included in the market housing portion of the project are townhouses designed to accommodate 
families. Large garden terraces are conveniently provided, some of which open onto the daycare 
play space in the courtyard. The daycare shares a lobby with the Performing Arts Lodge, offering 
the chance for seniors and children to interact on a daily basis.

Downs Archambault’s design consists of 75 market residential units, 111 non-market residential 
units, 6 townhouses, a 47 person daycare facility, and 7 retail units built over an existing 5 storey 
underground parking structure.

LODGE THE FIRST OF ITS KIND IN VANCOUVER

Samuel Bawlf Honourary MAIBC and his brother Nicholas have received the British Columbia 
Heritage Award for their contribution to heritage preservation. The BC Heritage Award, given 
annually by the provincial government, honours British Columbians who have made outstanding, 
long-term contributions to heritage conservation.  
 
The Bawlf brothers were two of the first British Columbians to practice heritage conservation. 
Their most noteworthy project was the creation of Victoria’s first open-air public market, which 
included the preservation and rehabilitation of several heritage buildings, and contributed 
significantly to the area’s urban revitalization.  
 
The BC Heritage Award includes a $10,000 grant that is donated to a heritage-related non-profit 
organization selected by the recipient of the award. Samuel and Nicholas have chosen the Sir 
Francis Drake Historical Society as the recipient. The Society’s main mandate is to support and 
undertake further research into the discovery and exploration of the Northwest Coast of America 
by Sir Francis Drake.

BAWLF BROTHERS RECEIVE HERITAGE AWARD

photos: Alex Piro
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AIBC Executive Director Dorothy Barkley was on hand at the recent UBC’s School of Architecture 
Awards Reception. She presented the AIBC Medal to Ben Alexander.  Heather Maxwell & Nic 
Neisingh received the AIBC Scholarship. The AIBC Scholarship and Medal recognize excellence 
in the recipients, who will one day represent the profession and the School of Architecture and 
Landscape Architecture.

left: Dorothy Barkley and Nicolaas Neisingh

middle: Dorothy Barkley and Heather Maxwell

right: Dorothy Barkley and Ben Alexander

UBC SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE AWARDS

Nick Sully MAIBC and Hannah Teicher 
M.Arch LEED-AP have been awarded the 
$2,000 first prize for a proposal to create 
terraced gardens and walkways in Cleveland, 
Ohio. Sully and Teicher’s proposal addresses 
the issue of slope instability by proposing a 
drastic transformation of a meander in the 
bend of the Cuyahoga River into a deep water 
wetland. 

The organizers of the competition noted that 
the competition was intended to inspire fresh 
thinking about a piece of urban geography 
in America’s Rust Belt that had been all but 
forgotten. The competition is similar to one in 
New York City which focused on redeveloping 
a neglected elevated rail line in Manhattan. 

The Cleveland competition attracted 70 entries 
from countries around the globe, including 
Canada, the US, Australia, and Japan. Entries 
were exhibited in Cleveland during the 
summer. 

VANCOUVER TEAM TAKES 
FIRST PLACE IN DESIGN 
COMPETITION

franklin avenue

agricultural storage shed with 
rainwater catchment and 
biomass cogeneration plant

pedestrian route

terrace slope 
irrigation system

agricultural terraces

limestone gabion 
wall terraces

pedestrian route

archaeological site

recycled timber tread stair

year 2015 at irish town bend (cultivated terrace slope stabilization)

1

2

2
2

4

3

5
slope regeneration strategy

1. Slope retention using limestone gabion retaining walls. 
Use of limestone allows deposition of Calcium Carbonate into 
ground water and an increased pH level downslope into the 
relatively acidic (pH 6.9) river and wetland.

2. Surface runoff and erosion is reduced by placing bioswales 
at each terrace. Removal of heavy metals from uphill surface 
run-off through biofiltration at each terrace.

3. Rainwater harvesting for use in agricultural irrigation and 
biomass cogeneration plant.

4. Use of permeable ground cover rather than asphalt or paving 
along Riverside Street.

5. Wetland enviroment along oxbow allows additional 
biofiltration of soil contaminants while promoting increased 
water oxygen levels in the Lower Cuyahoga River.

pre 1800

1900 - 
present

2010

2020

2050

KUDOS
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KUDOS

Th e Township of Langley’s Civic Facility, designed by Hughes Condon Marler Architects, is 
Canada’s fi rst LEED certifi ed municipal hall. Th e facility, which received Silver certifi cation, 
boasts exceptional environmental savings. Th anks to low-fl ow toilets, waterless urinals, and 
automated faucets, water consumption is reduced by 30 percent. Heating, cooling and ventilation 
systems are controlled by a software system that maximizes effi  ciency and the building uses clean, 
green energy with few or no emissions. Inside the building, three quarters of the workstations 
have access to outdoor views and natural light and the workstations themselves are made of 
a wood alternative that contains no harmful chemicals. Millwork in the building is made of 
wheatboard, an alternative to wood, which is harvested from easily renewable grains such as 
wheat, oats and rye.

Outside the building, the Township’s dedication to helping the environment is evident. 
Designated carpool stalls, bicycle lockers, and shower rooms encourage employees to fi nd 
alternatives to single-occupancy vehicles. Th e grounds are planted with native species to reduce 
the need for irrigation and to encourage local wildlife to fl ourish.

TOWNSHIP OF LANGLEY CIVIC FACILITY ACHIEVES LEED SILVER CERTIFICATION

photos courtesy of Hughes Condon Marler Architects

Windows Selected with Confidence

For over 20 years, quality conscious architects, 
contractors and homeowners have chosen
Vinyltek products with confidence to build and 
renovate their homes.

Vinyltek designs and manufactures top-performing, 
uPVC vinyl windows, doors and patio doors. 
For more information, visit www.vinyltek.com.

Vinyltek Heritage Series
Double Casement Window in Black Painted Vinyl
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MEMBERSHIP UPDATES

NEW LICENSED MEMBERS:
(BY COMPLETION OF INTERNSHIP)
Kimberly Johnston
Wan Qi

(BY CANADIAN RECIPROCITY)
Antonio Silvio Baldasarra (OAA)
Robert Billard (NWTAA)
Clem Lau (AAA)
Victor Smith (OAA)  
Wayne Swadron (OAA)

(BY INTER-RECOGNITION)
John Ashworth (California)
Jonathan Bailey (Texas)
John Cheng (Maryland)
Shane Gerson (Maryland)
John Miologos (Illinois) 
Carl Roehling (Michigan)
Thomas Tedrow (Colorado)
William Valentine (California)
Douglas Wignall (Nebraska)
Michael Wilkus (Minnesota)

(BY REINSTATEMENT)
Gordon Murray

(BY SECTION 37)
Sameh Guindi

DECEASED MEMBERS:
Ian Davidson
Duncan McNab
Leo O. Lund         
        

LICENSED MEMBER RESIGNATIONS:
(FULLY RESIGNED)
Yi Mei (Jennifer) Chan

(CHANGED TO PREVIOUSLY REGISTERED MEMBER)
Ben Pond

NEW CERTIFICATES OF PRACTICE:
Architecture in Balance
Barbara Gordon Architect
Bregman + Hamann Architects
Hcc architect inc.
JPT-McDonald Architect Inc.
Lang Wilson Practice in Architecture Culture 
Inc.
Manu Chugh Architect Ltd.
MRM Architecture Inc.
Brian Palmquist (Certificate of Joint Practice 
with Morrison Hershfield)
S2 Architecture
William R. Kumlin Architect Ltd.

FIRM NAME CHANGES:
ABBARCH Architecture Inc.
Formerly: The ABBARCH Partnership 
Architects

Cannon Design Architecture Inc.
Formerly: CannonJohnston Architecture Inc.

NEW INACTIVE FIRMS:
David T. Symons Architect Inc.
Daniel F. McAlister Architect Inc.
Dean J. Huggins Architect Inc.
MJM Architect Inc.
Neal Barkhurst Architect Ltd.
Paul C. Gogan Architect Inc.
Robert Spaetgens Architect Ltd.
Thomas Llewellin Architect Ltd.
William P. Nankivell Architect Inc.
 

FIRM CLOSURES:
Chrysalid Architecture
John I. Perkins Architect Inc. (inactive)
Pro Pacific Architecture Ltd. (inactive)

NEW TEMPORARY LICENSES:
David Miner
Cohos Evamy Integrated Design
Collab. Arch: James Anderson MAIBC

William Nankivell
Bregman + Hamann Architects
Collab. Arch: Ronald Yuen MAIBC

TEMPORARY LICENSES CANCELLED OR COMPLETE:
Erik Toker  – Bell Flexspace Renovation
Toker + Associates Architecture Industrial 
Design Ltd.
Collab. Arch:  Franc D’Ambrosio

Erik Toker  –  Feasibility Study Bell Canada
Toker + Associates Architecture Industrial 
Design Ltd.
Collab. Arch:  Franc D’Ambrosio

NEW INTERN ARCHITECTS: 
Abdel Munem Baker Amin
Justin Beagan
Stephane Chan
Vivian Chang
Leah Chen
Mehrnaz Eftekhari
Chang-Whei (Fanny) Fan
Tatjana Gasic
Harley Grusko
Sanghee Hahn
Ivan Ilil

Emily Kearns
Timothy Judge
Linus Lam
Stephanie Lam
Janet Lee
Michelle Lee
Thomas Lee
Julien Leger
Mohan Narasimha
Andrea Scott
Ariane Truong
Robon Po Hsun Tseng
Yi-Jen David Tseng
Huijie (Sarah) Wang
Chris Woodford 

NEW INTERN ARCHITECTURAL TECHOLOGISTS:
Danielle Lambert
Deborah Taylor

NEW AFFILIATES:
Dean Travers

NEW STUDENT MEMBERS:
Greg Amaury
Jason Cassels
Bradley Doré
Chelsea Grant
Kyle Janzen
Gerry Reibling  
Eric Stockland 
Li Yen (Rich) Tsai
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